
CHAP1'ER - VI 

This Qhapter1 one might say, is very down•to-earth in nature. 

Here we· have ·come· out of the ·rarefied atmosphere of gJ;"ammatical 

polemics and entered into the familiar worid of usage.- 'samples 

;~xamined in this chapter are all living ·examples and not the 
' ' 
convemient. co.in§ges. "- so· to. say - of grammaJt ians. Examples in 

grammars tend to ·run the risk of moving away from rea1ity in 

that they are.' invented• or called in in order to champion tbe 

gramma.fian' s !Q~entions rather than to speak fo~ themselves. 'I'h~ 

sample-sentences cited in grammar books are often • pr~_meditated• 

enough to fall short of the reality which usage - right from lips 
' ,, . . ·, ; . • . . l ·. . . ' 

to J:)r~nt - mw"lifesi;sf some'f:?imes to the grammc::r;.an•s surprise. 

To look into usage is to feel the systole and diastole of the 

human hea'-h, maybe weak hut nevertheless unaided .by ·a' pacemaker. " ' 

In order to present a view of how the past perfect±~$· w·orks 

in the free.world of_usage, tpe first two of the four sections 

of this chapter· discuss the.: corpora ob~ained ;rom Birm;Lngharn 

un~versity and from .the survey of English :usage, University College 

London, respectively~ 'l'he third section· examines some-use of the 

past perfective. il') both creative and critical literature, ~rhile 

the fourth· and· f_inal one-_ examines_ sli)n~enc:es culled from newspaper 

reports. 'This case-stu¢ty, however, looks mostly into the'· use of 

the simpie east + before + ~ast perfective structure, although 
. - . . ' . ' ' ' 

attention to the other structural variants (the simple past + 
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after I before + simple past, Rast P§rfectiEe + before + simple 

east, and past perfective + before + past ~rfective structure) 

is not enti.rely rn,:i.ssing. 

A survey of l o, 000 lines from COBUIID (collins Birmingham 

University International Language Dqtabase) corpus yielded only 

18 lines (see Appendix - V) where the past perfective comes in a 
'. 

before•clause,that is, where the simele Rast + before + East 
''' 

Eerfective or the past perfective + before + .east perfective 
.. 

structure is used. In this section we propose to take up these 

18 insta11ces one by one and· to analyse them, judging the validity 

of the theory of •non-factuality' (Quirk et al : 1985 : 1020) 

against these· living examples;. 

(1) • •-• \'las a roll•over of a personal loan. the partner had 

before .. my client had bought into .the partnership. 

The. relevant structure. here .ts simple past + before,+, past 

~rfective, and not past ee~fective + before +.east perfective, 

because the f.:l_rst • haC!' l:l.ere .i.s a prin9ipal verb. xn.· any Pa~e, 

the conte}tt d9es not prove . ;in . any way. th.at the. 90J1lirl9 il)~O . part:o

nership did not hap~n. 'I'h$ .semantic implication is quite' simple 

here ; first the loa.Il was. taken, and then the client entered 

into. the p~tnership. -The context. only hints at a considerable 

time-gap between the two e~ents and implies· that they did not 

follow each other in quick succession. 



(2J If only I had asked he,r that question before she hC:d left 

she would have told me •• •;, 

Although there- is a ·• had·• in the before-clause here, this 

sentence has in fact nothing to do with the structure 12ast p::rfect 

+, before +. i:?a.st perfect as well as with the problem of •non

factuality• because the conditional clause • If only ·t!l·.· •• • is 

enough to establish 'the domain of hypotoesis in the past. what is 

important here is to bear in mind the distinction between the 

non-factuality triggered off by such conditional clauses as "If 

only I had •. •" or ''Had I but ..... and the non-factuality envisaged 

by Quirk et al (1985 : 1020) : .. I· saw him before· he had· seen me''• 

While the former is a case of unfulfilled wish,- the latter is a 

question of occurrence/non-occurrence of the second event in the 

past. 

(3) she disapp;ared before Mack had ;finished nodding. 

This· .;ts clearly &"l example_ of. the _2imJ2le east + before ,i; 

East perfect structUre, 'and Quirk et al (1985 : 1020) would h~ve 

us ·cake it that the evcant in the before-clause {i.e. the ·event 

of finishing the nodding) may not have taken place. But that seems 

sl:>surd.- The- only plausible· explariat~<:>n that we can offer here is 

the one given by ~ogren (1971 ; 133-.4); 

A perfect past form indicating factual action 

was used in a number of before-clauses- linked 



with a simple past form in the head clause. As 
a result of this combination the head clause 

activity was apprehended as occurring suddenly 
' or unexpectedly early. 
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Edgren, however, has no't. cared to explain how this special semantic 
. . . . ' ~ 

effc;ct could come into force. Moreover, the .suddenness of her dis

appearance ~ouJ.d remain unimpaired in. any of the following patterns! 

§he disappeared before Mack finished noddins and she had disaoeeared 

before Mack finished noddini• Xhe past perfective in the before

clause here,,. _'~herefore, does not have any valid role to play and 

stands out as de trope; •. 

(4.) ••. then asked to .eat a sandwich, sing, or· recite a poem 

bef:o.r,e they had regaineCi their respiraeory organization ••. 

In spite of conforming to the ~i.ffiEle past + before + past: 

Eerfective ~truc·tu.re, this example cannot be , sUbsumed under 

the theory 6£. 8 nqn-:-;f9ctual·i~Y' because 'they~ indeed • regain~d 

their respiratory organization·• at a later time than, the eve~t. 

of askirig., ':Che only way tO ,account for· the presen~e., of .the :pa~t· · 

per:fectiv~_in the-before-clause here .is· to reg~d ;the ~entenc$ 

as the-' reporting ·(i.e;. the·_ indirect .. spee~h). of an. absurd mes·sage 

like f:-'l'he coach then sai.d,;.;.7 "Eat .a sandwich, sing or recit~ a 

p6em before you have regai!led your respiratory organi~ation"• · 

But then it may nQt be ~lways possible to read readily a sentence 

like the present one as a transformation of a direct speech· 



proposition into a reporting. 

(5J ••• he managed to crawl free even bef.ore his. mind had 

decided ·what his eye.s had just w.itnessed. · 
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Apparently this sentence leans towards the si~le past + 

before + east perfective structure. But this surface structure 

suffers from clumsiness owing to the presence of the l;lecond • had' 

('what his eyes had just witnessed'). For one thing, the event. of 

his eyes• witnessing did.take place, presumably before the event ·--. . . . 

in the head clause {•crawling•) and definitely befol!e his mind 

came to any decision. To put .:l.t more simply, chronologically the 

events in the sentence should take the following pattern ; first 

the matter of witnessing then that of cra'tt~ling, and finally that 

of deciding. In any case, the theory of • non•£ actual• past per• 

~ective indeed does little justice to the meaning of the sentence. 

(6) 

(a) •••. his. head, ,put the tray pn the. table _and retired, but 

not before ~yle had caught a glimpse of a second man ·~·. 

(b) -··. .it ~r,;tS ~h~ first of a. brac.e, .. but not before ~tE:lwa..rt. 

PrettY had retaliate(i fOl; a reJuvenated strike • 1111 •• , I 

(c) •• • ~~as irn~diately transported to a .POw camp,· but not 

befoJ:e h~ had presented his captors with his cigare·tte 

case •·~ •• 
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These three examples are structurally quite identical and 

have the semblance of the general structure simele past + before 

+ past perfect. But that these examples have in reality nothing 

to do with the non~factual past perfective implication transpir~s 

from the fact. that • but not before• implies • (just) after• •. And 

if 'but not before• is taken semantically to mean • ·(just) after•, 

all the three examples surface as embodying the very normal and 

orthodox sioole 12ast +. af.ter. + past perfective structure which 

represents the factual happening of two events in the past· (as 

in 1 I sa~1 nim after he had seen me'}. 'I' he negation o:f: e. before' 

in the beforJi• clauses in these three examples is also a negation 
"- ., ' 

of the possibility of non-factuality. 

(7) ••• the affiar had blown over 41 .but not before the Reich,!:lrnarine 

had suffered acute embarrassment. 

Th~s exam.ple is ra,ther. queer in that the decoding- of t l:)ut 

not b_efQre• a~ • Ullst) after•. does. not - unlike in examples :: 

(6) (a), ():)) and (c) .... place the sentence on a solidly meaning• 

ful ground. Taking •put. I:l(:;»t before• as •. (just) after•, this 

example wculd read as • ~ • • the affair had blown over (just} after 

the ~~ichsmarine had suf£ered acute.embar~assment•. Now, the 

prO:blem ,:J.s that no gramnar ian has eve~ pastulated the view tha~ 

the 12ast' ;eerfective + after+ pastperfective.s~ructure (or even 

the .Past perfective + after t siri1ple ;past structure.) cou~<;i imply 

· non•£ actuality of any sort~ And if the events in the example are 
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taken - as we have shown that-. they are to b~ -.as factual . 
. . ~ . ' . ' " ' ' 

one$, the use of • had 0 in the head-clause of the present example 
~. . . 

remains inexplicable unless we call the use wrong or, at least, 

superfluous. 

{8).But that had been before he had met and fallen in love with 

Anita Norv al. 

Since. 'had been 1 is a. back-shif.ting of 1 iiras' . this sentence 

conforms. to the .east .perfective + before-± .. .Past ,;eerfec·tive 

structure implying (acco.r-ding to Quirk et al : 1985 : l020) the 

non-factuality of the event(s) in before ... clauseo 'l'hat is to say, 

Quirk et a1 would suggest that the ~meeting• end 'falling in love' 

vrith. Anita Norva1 did not take place .. But the context suggests, 

especially owing to the use of • But•, that the events in the 

before-clause must have occurred : otherwise, the sentence does 

not gen.erate any relevant. meaning •. ·If, h0~1ever, the events in the 

before-clause are. taken as f. actual, the problem is hqw to acc;:ount 

for the '.had• in the before-.c.lause. 'l'here is ac:tually no defir:li

tive explanation of this phenomenon in the grammatical litera~

ture we have surveyed ·fz;-om .Nesfiel<;l (1953) to Declerck (1991) -~ 

save the vague and rather consolatory remark by Jespersen (1931 : 

83) that the 'had 1 in the before-clause is so~etimes seen to be 

induced by the • had' in the head clause. 
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(a) ••• were imprinted with patterns, bumps or fingerprints 

long before they had hardened. 

(b) Long before Short had reached the final of the quali

fying tournament Kasparov v-.ras in ••••. 

(cJ As early as 1946, long before anyone had heard of 

senator Joe McCarthy • "., • 

(d) Even before Schmeling had boarded the liner Bremen 

for the trip home, Goebbeis was· •••• 

(e) • •. points for a fourth suspension of the season even 

before he had begun his third~ 
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'l'he fact that these exsmples, despite their clear adherence 

to the ~mple east + be~q,;e + pest 'E§!-E~ective 'structure, are not 

. infected ll'litl:l any k.;i.nd of n~:>n-fac-t~ality .;i.s quite clear from .-~he 

presence of the specifier or measure;~ words like • long·' (in •.lqng 

before•) 'and 1 even' ('even l?efore') ~ These measure words actually 

stress a sufficient 'time gap between the two events in the past, 

and ~hereby insinuate the factuality of the. ev<:?nts. For, if the 

activity in the before-clause be •non-factual', what could be the· 

justificatiO:r;l. for the employment of the measure· words 'long• or. 

•even•& Moreover~ the conte~t sometimes very clearly contradicts 

the possibility of the non-occurrence of the event in the before-

clause. For ex~nple, in 9(c) we cannot see much point in believing 



that none ultimately at all ·heard of senator Joe just as in 

9 (d) the phrase • for the trip home. 1 foils the possibility that 

Schmeling did not at all board the liner. 
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we may here note an important remark by Quirlt et al (1985 : 

1082) which in fact can very definitely challenge the necessity 

for the simple past + before + East e2rfective or past perfective 

+ before + past perfective structure in the matter of signalling 

the non-occurrence ('non factuality•) of the event in the before-

clause .. In speaking of the syntactic SJ.J.d semantic functions of 

subordinate clauses,.. Quirk et al (1985 : 1082) observe: 

Nonassertive items ••• can appear in before

clauses, ·perhaps because before..-cl'auses ••• 

inherently relate to matters unfulfilled· in 

resp~t of· the matrix cla~se .: . 

I spoke to them before I ever heard 

.sat 9£~Si12 about them. 

t,~a).t the· time r spoke to them I had not 

. heard any gossip about them' J 

The words 'long-· and •even•. in the examples 9(a) - 9 (e) from 

the corpus we are considering are as good signifiers as. 'ever' 

(in the ex~ple. Quirk et al have cited) to highlight non-factuality 

or· unfulfilffient. 

(10) The .man was telling people he intended to vote guilty before 

he had heard sufficient evidence", claimed Don Jackson • e~J • 
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This· is a reported speech. Although it has an apparent 

look of the. sim1;2le past + before + past ;eerfective structure, 

it has in fact nothing to do i."'ith • non-f actuality•. A probable 

direct speech form would j us·cify the presence of the past perf~c-

tive in the before- clause a 

(1,1) 

Don ~ackson claimed that the man was telling 

people, 11 l .intend to vote guilty before I 

have heard sufficient evidence," 

(a) ••• he .also devel~ped his natural interest in human 

rights before this had become a fashionable cause. 

(bJ .some conser-Vative MPs stalked out before he l,lad 

finished speaking •. 

Both (a) and (b) betray the. simPle past + before + 12ast 

Eerfectiv~ ~tructure, but in, both the cases the before-clauses 

do not imply non•factuality. 

It i.s interes·ting to note that ·the r at~er ironic· use of 

the words • fashionable cause• · in (aJ does imply the occurrence· 

--may be belated-- of the event in the before~clause : 'he was 

interested in human rights but a·t. t~at time· interes~s in human 

rights was not yet a fashion'. Edgren's (1971 : 133-4) contention 

...:... to which we have referred in analys'ing (3).-- that the combina

tion of the past perfective in the !22!~- • clause with t'he s.:briple 

past in the head clause reflects the unexpectedly early occurrence 
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of the head clause activity is not important here because, again, 

the word 'fashionable' has much in it to enrich the context. Hence, 

the same idea of unexpected earliness could be gathered from 

'before this £ecame a fashionable cause• as well. 

What we have said about (a) is also true of (b) notwith

stanO:i.ng Gill Francis's (see Appendix JY) tentative explanation 

which is as followss 

I think there is a question of expectations involved, 
so that the situation is set up not as hypothetical 
or •non-factual', but as contrary to expectations. 
so you would expect that the MPs left AFTER he had 
finished speaking, but in fact they left BEFORE. 

She, however, is "not entirely satisfied withi§l explanation" 

(ibid.) and has not ~p.;l.ained how this spec,ial semantic effect 

is generated by the syntactic structure. Thwarted expectations 

could be easily expressed with the help of a modifier a •some 

Conservative MPs stalked out even before he finished spe~ng• 
. - . 

(underlining mine). Another reason why it is difficult to view 

the activity in the before- clause ('before he had finished 

speaking•) is the one we have_ mentioned while analysing (3). As 

in (3) so in (9)(b), the activity referred to in_the before•clause 

is the event of 'finishing' something, and it would be only absurd 

to say that the events of 'finishing• in (3) and (9) (b) did not 

take place. 
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In a more recent letter, Gill Francis, however, 

admits that she is "no nearer to a solution to this" and that 

her "theory will not cover everything" (see item 2 of Francis's 

letter under Appendix VI). 

(ii) 

A survey of 143 •texts' of had+ past participle construction 

from the corpus of the survey of English usage (henceforward 

abbreviated as SEU), University College London, displays only 

18 cases of non-normal us~ of the past perfective" That is to 

say, out of the 143 exan.ples of the use of the past perfective 

125 embody the ~imple past + .before + J2ast, .J2C:rfective structure 

with the anterior past event either overt or covert wQi~e only 

18 examples betray deviations from this usual structure. A few 

of these examples assume the structures which are labelled .by 

quirk et. al (1985 a 1020) as • paradoxical' past perfective, while 

others have peculiarities of their own. Qpr task in this section 

\'\TOU1d be to look into these 18 examples (see Appendix VII) only. 

(1) ••• and before anyone else had noticed that there was a 

Beardsley period at all •••• 

The structure employed here, in terms of occurrence of 
even~s, is the ~ast simele + before + past perfective because the 

existence of a • Beardsley period' should by all means precede 

the action of noticingo But whether or not anyone else did at -
!!! notice the period, th~ optimum structure -- following 
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Quirk et a1 (1985 • 1020) -- should be the Rast perfective + 

.before+ past perfective 1 "••• and .before anyone else had noticed 

that there. had been a Beardsley period at a.ll • •• •"• Besides, the 
·.' ' . 

intensifier 1 at all• should be sufficient to indicate that none 

else noticed the period. That is to say, a simple past instead 

of the past perfective in this example would not hurt in any way 

the semantics of the example under discussion. 

(2.) • •. the militants bad announced that they were going to burn . . ' . . 

Castle.Howard down to teach Lady Ca,t'lyl~ and the country a 
' . . 

. lesson, 'I'.he house had thet'efore. be.en fortified with a 

cordon of strings •••• 

This example, too, suffers· ·from a queer use of the· past 

perfective. Since the fortification should follow and not' precede 

~l:le announcement,. the structure in this example, in order to 

honour the seg~~nce of events6 ought to have .b~en the 2ast 

Perfective + ••• + the ~ast SiffiPle. This observation gains in. 

strength when we consider that there is no, and c~not be any, 

element of non•factuality in the example. Fu~ther, this example 

indicates that over•use of the past perfective is not a pece~i~r _ 
-· .. --

trait of tl&e many varieties of Indian English although Comrie 

(1985 1 69) would have us that it is. 
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(3) ••• here the lion emerges from the sea where Venice's 
c'onquests first began and plants its paws on the land where 
war by war the Republic had carved itself out a second 
Empire :beside the Lion's •••• 

Any cautious reader of this text would arrange in his mind 

the· retrospective events in the following way ; first Venice 

began her conquest, and ~ the Republic gradually carved itself 
''' 

I 

out a second empire. And if this arrangement is not wrong, the 

proper structure here should have been the past perfective + ••• + 

the past simele instead of the past simple+ ••• +past perfective 

which, according to Quirk et al (1985 ; 1020) impiy that the 

Republic did not •carve• at all. 

(4) • •. tulip flame colour streaked with dark brown which 

Mr Amberley had discovered during a visit he'd made _to ••••• 

The first • had • .in the which~clause of this example: dist:rubs 

the natural order of event~ in that i~ is impossible to account 

for its use 11 For one thing, first the visit was made and then 

carne the discovery.· ·'I' he complication has arisen probably owing to 

the fact that three past eve:nts have ]:)een yoked, together here. 'I'he 

chain of events is this : streaking of tulip flame colour ~ollows 

discovery which, again, follows the visit. Since there is no ques

tion of non•factuality here it is almost imPQssible to justify 

the presence of two • had's in the which •clause. However,, the 

problem would be solved if we could recast the which-clause into 
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something like a ":•. • which Mr. Amber,J.ey had discovered during 

his (or one of his) visit to ·····•''. 

(S) ••• Mr Amberley, sitting with his head sunk on his breast. 

in the slowly darkening room, could still f~el the sho~k 

of confused emotion he'd felt a year a<4o when he heard 

that Nesta's husband was •••• 

As in (4), here too 'had' is raising the important questiona 

how to locate 'had' in a number of past events? In relation to 

"could still fee-1 10
,. "he~d felt a year ago" :=J.s all right. But when 

glued to 11 ;-Jh~.ri~ he heard •••'', the past perfective 'h~d felt' 

violates the temporal relation because the event. of hearing m1.1st 

·be anter:i.Qr. to, or. at least simultaneous· with, the act o~ ~eeling. 

·The relevant phrase· in the second case. should then be • ... ~ he: felt 

·.a year ago ~hen he had heard ••• • or • •• • he .felt a ye9r. ago. when 

he heard •• H ~. Actually, the me.asure phx:ase • a year .ago• makes 

the. past .. perfective .. super£ luous. Tl':iE;l past perfective. in the ~~ample 

really looks odd espec;Lally_ when we :see that tl;le, remot~;:;~ past. 

event is referred to in. 11
• •. that. Nesta• s husband was •• •" which 

' must precede the event of hearing., 

(6) when I saw her she had started on some Eq~agesic tablets 

which she claims had radically improved her. 

Since there ·is no question of. 'non-factuality' in the e.xample, 

·the ·second past peJ;fective ("had •·• • improved~·) can be, if at all, 



accounted for by means of Jespersen's (1931 : · 83) theory of 

• induction • , _which 'says that· sometimes one • had' is induced by 

another in a sentence. But 'Sin.c~ ,Jespersen has no base for his 
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theory, we might venture ~o say that this sentence shows up the 

overuse of the past perfective -- a feature which Comrie (1985 a 

69) seems to have found only in Indian English.· This type of 
,-

sentence, again, signals the danger of using the past perfective 
; ' ~ 

in cases where more '!;han two past events are involved. 

(7) _secondly, Frenl<el (1~55) had suggested an Qrder-disorder 
. .. : . ' 

transformation between two possible orientations of the 

ammonium ion~ ~d _this propqsal had been treated mathemati• 

cally by Nagamiya (l-942).. 

. . 

Since "had been treated" in the. example is a backshiftinc;J 

and the past perfective :form of •was treated 1 , and since there 

is here no chance of 'non-factuaiity 1 , the. second past perfective 

can be examined only in the way we' have. done .i~ the case of' (6). 

xh.at is to say the second past perfective {"had been' treated'')·· 

is either a case of what comrie' ·ci9ss ; 69) calls an "overuse•• 

of the· past. perfective that in his' opinion characterises Indian 

English or a case of what Jespersen (1931 1 83) Calls an. 1 .indue~ 

tion•. 

(8) Neverthe~ess, ~h~y w9uld have been in an even more disadvan• 

tageous position after the abolition of ceilings controls -

~"'hich in some ways had ;E allen less severely_ on them -- unless 

such competitive disadvantages had been removed. 
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. 'I'he; tempOral arrangement of the two events -namely,. the 

falling of ceilings 'controls ·arid ·the removal of competitive 

disadv~tages ~ iri the example becomes rathSr nebulous b~cause of 
/ 

the fact that the past perfective is used twice in a single sentence 

in respect of two $e~ate ~vents. Arguably, the removal of the 

disadvantages succeeds the falling of ceilings controls with the 

event of abol~tion coming in between the two• Since the event of 

the. removal of disadvantages did take pl·;ace, we cannot take the 

past perfective 'had been• (a backshifting o£ •were') as indica-- . . . .. . : . . .. 

tive of 1 non•~actuality1 (Quirk et al : 1985. J 1020). 'I'he past 

simple •were • would have :removed the difficulty in Understanding 

the ·sequence of events• 

(9) Individuals, who had never considered taking part in public 

debate will be attracted to the s~ccess of certain ventures. 

. . . 
'l'his; we ·can say., is a case of great leap forward .in that 

there is here a sort of breathless leap from the remotest past 
I ' 

signified by the pa;st _perfective (''had never conpidered') to the 

future ('will be attracted')'. If this is not a case of ·solecism 

in the matter o~ putting •will be' instead of 'would be', one must 

wonder why a past simple like 'who neve~ considered' or a present 

per·fective ('t~hich f\mctions partly as past and partly. as .pr~sent) 

liJ{e ••who has never. considered • should not be used in lieu. of the 

past perfect·ive. This example· at least proves that· the •overus.e' 
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(Comrie : 1985 a 69)-of the past perfective is not only a peculiar 

feature of Indian English. 

(10J But the linesman's flag had been raised even before Brown 

had kicked the ball and in spite of United's protestations 

it was taken again and Brown sco+ed from it. 

With 'had'been• as a backshifting of •was•, this example 

~ssumes the structure past Rerfective + before + past perfective 

which, according to Quirk et al (1985 : 1020), signals the non~ 

factuality of_ the second event. If we follow Quirk et al, We 

, _ , should take it that Brown_ did not at all kick the ball. But the 

problem of acceptit:l_g the· second event as •non-factual' is that 

there is he;:e a Cl!f!ar indication of factu~ity registered by 

the information 11 ••• it was taken again ••• ~~. The only explana-
' _tion available for this kind of East perfective + before + past 

P..E!£fectiv~ structure is the one given tent~tively by .;res per sen_ 
' . 

(1931 : 83) !t But since_ Jespersen • s ~heory of ~ induction• (ibid. ) 

_does not rest qn a solid foundation, we may conclude by say;ing 

that'this example- like· (2), (6) and (7}- deJ;nonstrates_what 

Comrie' (1'985 ; 69) calls an 'overuse• of the past pe~fective~-

(1+) But all staf£ meetings had been_canc~lled, a Parent~ evening 

had 'been postponed indefin~te~y, ~ ••• _7 the, teacpers had 

witharawri from all management. 

unless all the three ~vents r~ferre~ to in the example are 

viev.Ted as happen~ng simultaneously, the abundance of the past 



perfective very positively registeres what.Comrie (1985 a 69) 

calls an •overuse' o~ the perfective ....... a feature that Comrie 

seems to find only in· Indian English. But, then, at least the 

third event · ( • withdrawing from all management • ) seems to have 

happened later than the two other. 

(12) Foundi::d in the' 12th century by a group of monks who dis• 

approved of the laxity of their own monastery, this 
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· Cister9ian abbey _grew in size and· polrler;. until by the tilne 

of. the Reforma~ion, reformist zeal had been displaced by 

a display of power. 

Since the event of the abbey's growing in size and power 

precedes that of the displacement of reformist zeal, it is not 

clear why the past s~mple . ( • grew • ) should be used in respeet of 

the former and the past. perfective (•had been displaced• .) for the 

latter, and not .the qther way roll!ld• Curiously enough., the rE;!motest 

even·t ( 't1ho · dis. approved • ) recorded in th.is example has been 

refe~red to. by a simple past. 'l'his points. to the fact that the : 

use of. the past perfective. iq a 'text•. ;-elating more ·Chan two 

events in the past looks unsatisfactory. 

(~3) .$he. became. sullen. and morose, .and ~.~er a time ~ J:)oon~y. 

had her t~a~s~~~~ed to an institution by.the seaf wherehhe 

settled down •••• 
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Since • had' in this sentence acts· as a prin<;:ipa1 verb instead 

of an auxiliary verb (as in, say, 'had transferred her'), what 

this example llletrays is a thorough use of the past simple 

(•became• and 'settl~~-,' and also • had') in the representat.;on 

of more than one event in the domain of past. Arguably, all the 

three events-- her-becoming sullen and morose, -Mr Dooney•s having 

her transferredt and her settling down -- are ne~ther simu~taneous 

nor the ~vents that occurred one by one very quickly~ Hence, this 

example raises· one very' pertinent quest;.,tqq. ,, can t~ past perfec

tive be, replaced by the pas-t; simple in rec:opn'!::ing two or more 

events in the past? 

(14) •• • her erring ~ancf would again _encounter reali.ty and find 

a second truth, like ~he first which had _been revealed ,to 

her in the moments ~ter she had seen the lool~ .in ';l:'erquin' s 

ey_e three years ago. 

«J:'ravelling furt:her back from _past to a remote past ('three 

yeats ago',) as the narrative does, ·the text here admittedly means 

to say that first_ she saw the •·look•, an~ then the ~truth' was 

•revealed' to her•. But peculiarly enough, the past perfective is 

used in respect of both the events in the .remote past. Th~ result 

is that here we a.l:'e getting a past ;eerfective + after·-!; past -

12erfective structure which, if \'ie str_etch Qu.;lrk et -.. al' S (1985 I 

1020) observation 1:9 after•clauses as well, so_unds. like vrhat is 

te.rmed by Quirk et al (1985 J 1020) 'paradoxical• past perfective 
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implying the non•factuality of the second event. Butf since there. 

is no possib,:J.lity of •non-fac-tual;lty• here (that is to. say, the 
' ' ' 

revelation of the truth really did take place), we can once again 

SE?ek solace in the exJ?lanation Jespersen (1931 1 83) gives for this 

kind of double use of the past perfective -- an e~planation which 

is not a satis~ying one because Jespersen ,has not cared to show 

how the 'induction• works out. 

(15} N0t11 that he knew ho\-v much Goodrich was worth. ••. now that.· 
. . 

he haa him tapedl Goodrich had become much more manageable 

to his imagination : he WaS not.the mystery mari he had been• 

This example once again shows how the convenient and smooth 

sailing '\'tith the sinple past and the etrthodox use of the past · 

perfective r• he was· not the mystery man he had been•) can f.ace a 
i 

jolt owing to neighbouring past ·perfective ('Goodrich had become• ). 

surely, the event of Goodrich's becoming •much more manageable to 

his imagination• must .. succeeq the events of his kno'fl-1ing • bow much 
. '. . . ~ ' . .· . 

Goodrich ~1as worth • as 'l.'lell as of his having • him taped' • But. 

'l1nfortunately th~ pa~t pe!rf~ct~v~ in. 'Goodrich ht,id become•, sets 

the arrangement.. Qf events at naught and forces us to take i't: tl:iat 

the event of Goodrich's becoming_ •much more manageabl~' preced~s 

the two· other events in the past. This highly irregular presence 
' ', . . ;· 

of the past perfective indeed ruins the orthodox pattern (i.e. . 
' . ' . ' ' •' • • ,. ' I . ;, 

the past perfective for the remote past) in the supplementation 

- •• he was not the mystery man he had been". 

0 
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{16) {a) Hugh had been 8 and he 10 when they. ha~. first realised . 
. . . : .. . .. 

there was some"t?hi.ng a bit 9-ifferent about them• 

(b) He had thought ·himself over it during the war when t.hey 

had been parted once for fifteen month~ lrtithout. 11~ 

effects. 

SinC?e 'when• signifies • after (~1ith a small time•gap)', 

both (a) and (b) represent the past perfective + after + Rast 

perfectivE!, ·structure. Quirk et' a!• s (l98S ·a 1'0.20). te·~·tative . 

postulate of • non•factuality' or 8 paradoxic~ie past perfective 

does not hoid good here· because'the events in the head clauses 

and in the when-clauses in both (a) and. (b) are • factual'·· Hence, -- . .. ,. 

we can only say that·these examples show either what Jespersen 

(1931 : 83) calls the 'induction• of on~ pas~c perfect.ive into 

another or tv hat Gom~ie (1985 ·: 69) points out· as an 'overuse·• of 

the past perfective~ 

(17) Hilliard had trusted Ba~es, and liked h:i.m, too, because the 

war had. not changed him, he was morose as he had alw~ys\ been, 

he was an old Army man, app·arently indestructible,. 

This example, like (15) in this section, shOt'17S a medley 

o£ ·the ortl)odox use of the past Pe,rfective (''he was morose a~ 

he ·had always been••) and its non-normal use~ 'l'he non~no.rmal use 

c<;:>mes in with the double . use of the p~st perfective . ("had _trusted 

" •••• and "the war had not changed him •• •") iq the early part of 
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the sentence~ since .Bates 1 s being trusted and liked· by Hilliard 

iS reSUltatiVe Of the :faCt 'that 11 the ~1ar had not' Changed him11 
1 

the iriitial past perfective (8 had trusted') see·ms to break the 

order of occurrences referred to' in the. t text. e 

(iii) 

i'his section attempts a random survey of sentences culled 

from pieces of critical and creat.tve ·literature available at 

hand. Most of'this material was sent to David·Young of the school 

of English studies (University of wales college of Cardiff) for 

h.is comments on· the use o£ the pas~ perf~ctive (and, .:j.n one ·ox: .. . 
two cases, on the non-.use of the past pe_rf~ctive) in -the sentences. 

we will, therefore, refer to David. Xoung' s cqmments while making 

our own points on them. It will be seen that at times his comments 

throw interesting sidelights on what may be Called the academic 

reception of the. problem of the past perfective. 
( ; . . 

(-1) _Before the ·golden age o.f Greek !it.erature had 

come to an end_the·main probiern qf criticism 

had already been stated ... ~~ 

(Scott-James ; _lQ58 1 26} 

In spite o£ the hyperbatonic £eature o~ the sentence# -~t is 
' 

fairly easy to see that the _ struc~ure we have heJ:e .i.s the . past' 

12erfective + before +past perfective •. Quirk et al•s (1985 I 1020) 

tentative observation is that this structure· suggests the non.i. .. 
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factuality of the event in the be.fore-clause. But since no non

factuality can be guessed neJ:"e-, the pS:St perfective ill the :before"!" 

clause ("had come to an end'9 seems to be· inexplicable, As l'\Te have 

·done in many cases in ·sections. (i) and (ii). of. t.h,is chapte+, we 

may explain away the 'p~adoxical• past perfective in the present 

sentence by saying that it !s either a case of • overuse~ (Comrie a 

1985 : 69) of 'had' or an instance of 'induction• (Jespersen• 

1931 : 83) • Pav id Young does not seem to see much point in the 

use of the past perfective in the before-clause here : "There is 

no apparent motivation for had come. one wonaers 'lrThat situation 

after the end of ·che golden age and prior to the situation of 

utterance the writer has in mind" (see Appendix VIII). 

(2) Co1~ridge _never attaine~. to that serenity. He 
had too much limited the practical side of his 

. ' ' ' •. I . • ' 

life and of his art ....... 11 mismanaging" his 

sensibility _,. ever to attain that happy balance 

of perception and j udgnent. But he ·~ad .been 

·through many of· the· same' intellectual experiences. 
He had .been born_, ~rith faculties- all alert; into 

,' . . . ' 

the same restless, inquisitive,. romantic world~ 

He had fe.lt the s·~ yo\li?£:lf":ll disgust at th~ 
artifice of literatut·e circumscribed by French 

standards,. He and Goethe had studied the same -

authors at the s arne moment of the world • s history, 
and both had been attracted' by the' doctrin$ of .·. 

Frederick Schlegel, that literature is the ncornpre.;.. · 

hensive essence of the in~ellectual life of .a 

nation." And just as it happened that in a certain 
stage in his career Coleridge, reading schelling 

for the first time, discovered that he and 

schelling had arrived independently. 

(scott-Jame~al958a234) 
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~his definitely serves as an English counterp~~ of what 

comr ie (199 5 ·;. 69) would call an Indian • overuse • of the past 

perfective • A ser'ies of events in the remote past has been pre"" 

sented here largely by means of the past perfective until tl)e 

retrospection towardsthe end suddenly (although not inappro ... 

. priately,, when judged in isolation) b~irigs in a past""remote past 

.dic:hotomy (•'discovered th~t he and sc.helling had arrived" )• In 

response to the quer:y as to whe.ther the use of simple past vrould 

·.make any dif'ference ·here; Dav.id Young • s reply (see Appendix IX) 

is :. ''Yes •. 'I'he sense· of lool~ing back and assessing his career 

· from a viewpoint towards the end of it would be less strongl~ 

conveyed" (emphasis mine) • what emerges ·from David Yourig' s obser'!" 

vau~~~~$5 a 'special specification of the role of the past perfec

tive wren used repeatedly in matteJ;"s of retrospection ; a role 

· .of P.eg.tee, nr;>t ·Of kind.· But, ·however, 'it is not clear how a sem>e 

of looking hack.would appear rather weak if done with the help of 

the simple past •. Nor is. the supposed • strength' generated by the 

past perfec~ive grammatical~.¥ e;cplicable. , aes±des, one may· wonder 

why David, Young d<:>es .not read ,similar 'strength& in the non

.normal past perfectiv~ · in (1) • 

. (3) ·A year or so before he died, Wilde went to· visit 

Genoa to visit the graveyard where his wife lay 
buried .. 

(Times Literary Supplement a 1962 :10) 
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s~mple past t.ense has bee.n used here all the v.ray .·-in loc ati,nQ 

three. past. events. and the basic structure here is the simple .. 

;east + before +. simE,le.Jal;as~ •. T·he. need f.or .an explanation of this 

type of thorough use Qf.the past simple in a sentence like this 

one is important because the explanation that a simple past te~se 

can replace the past perfective when there is an implication of 

quick succession of events in the past (Quirk et al a l985 a 1018• 

9.) does not hold good here. For, there is a considerable time gap 

bet'l...;een the events referred to in the sentence" Da·Jid ;(oung, 

however, is· of the opinion that • had gone• in lieu of •went• 

would be mec;mingful here : "Only~ (not ~) could meaning

fully be expressed in a.past perfect .. (see Appendix X). 

(4) I had met watts•DuntoQ once.or twice previously 

at luncheon with Gosse, and again at the Cornish's 

house at Eton. 

(Jones, sel. : 1964 : 405.) 

. What seems to trouble this sentence is the understood 111ad 

met' in "and again at the cornish's house at Etonn bec;:ause·t~s 

undsrstqod past perfective is used in respect of an even~ which 

occurred later. than ~he event referred to in "l had met". Benson• s 

free movement ~long past, r~mote past and present ip the whole 

passage (see Appendix XI.) makes it. diffic'Lllt to attach a valid 

val~e to both the overt ~;d the·covert past perfective in the 

sentence· under d;i.scussion. Pav id ¥oung thin1cs that a simple past 

t-1ould not do here because "t;.1le highl,igpting resulting frotn a 

re1;rpspective presentation would be .absent" (Appendix X.I). What 
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Young suggests here is the same as he has done in the case of 

(2J s that the sense ~f looking back is reinforced with the help 

of a past perfective. But, then, the difficulty here is to pin• 

point the past situation from where Benson is looking further 

back. David Young, however, admits this difficulty when he adds 

- "At the same time, I am not sure I understand from what past 

situation a retrospective view is taken" (ibid). 

(5) At fif-ty years of age, and before Jeremy Collier 
had driven his dramas from the stage, Dryden turned 
from dramatic work to throw himself into the strife 
o£ religion and politics •••• 

(Long a 1982 rpt ~ 245) 

This is clearly a case of the simele ~ast + before + ;east 

J2eriect._i.:.v~_ structure which, according to Quirk et al (1985 a 1020), 
.. -~-_:.-

signif~es non~factua11ty of the event in before-clause. That is 

to say, Quirk et al would see in the sentence the implication that 

Jeremy Collier did nQt at all drive his dramas from the stage -

an implication which, however, is not supported by any history of 

~nglish literature let alone the 'Chronology' Long (1982 rpt a 

257) gives a~ the end of the chapter. A past perfective + before 

+ simple past structure, or a simple ~ast + before + simele ;east 

structure along with a measure word like 'long•, would indeed 

have served LOng's purpose; but then here is oavid Young with an 

elaborate objection: 

The meaning would be different. Drove would suggest 
that Dryden was anticipating Co11ier•s-action. In 
fact Dryden turned to religion etc. before the situa
tion in which Collier's action had taken place. 
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D. turns to J.C.drives Situation in Situation 
religion dJ:arnas from which J.c. • s of utter-
etc. stage action has ance. 

l l 
been accom-

l plished. 

l 
1 2 3 

Drove would simply relat~ 1 to 2 and would leave 

3 out of account. (Appendix xii) 

I:t. is not cle~ what David Young actually. means by ~Dryden was 
' • 1 • 

anticipating coll:ier• s actipn I. 'l'he. 01\ID (1989 : 42) gives the 
' . 

following four meanings to the word • a,nt;.icipateiJ : (i) expect, 

(ii) .see. (what is going to. happe;[l or ~-.That needs to be done), and 

.act accordingly, (.iii) do so,mething before it can be done by 

somebody .else, and (iv) deal with or use something before the 

righ~ or nat;.~ra+ time~ ~he mean~ngs (i) ~ (iii} are. irrelevant 

in ;fou11g' s case, wpiJ,e the. fourth me~,ing subverts his inten-t:ion • 

. For,. ev:~n his graph ~hows. that he. takes Dry¢\en• f? action to have 

happened pefore Collier• s. Besid!3S,, the breaking of ·the posterior 

past .into (2) .an.d (3) is bewilder;i.ng because it is impossible to 

see how (3) is to be set apart from (2). lf (3) suggests a stretch 
' . . . ' 

of time as the background . (1 situation•) to (2), that ;J.s wholly 

ir~elevant to (lJ •. And, again, if we were to. accept David Young's 

· graph~: we would have to make allowance. for a: rather outlandish 

model for the use of the pas·t perfective in a before~'clause : 
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namely, 1ha1; the past perfective establishes the backgJ;ound (the 

'situation•) leading to the posterior past. 

It is no less interesting to see in David Young's third 

sentence that the simple past + before + past perfective struct~re 

is sometimes used without any valid rea~on. lie writes : "In fact 

Dryden turned to religion etc. before the situation in which 

Collier's action had taken place". It is dif#icult to guess t'lihy 

he has not ,...,ritten : "In fact Dryden had turned .. • in which · 

Collier• s action ~ place II (emphases mine). 

(6) 

(a) Before.they were ~arried they had lgved 
each other chastely, up in the clouds. 

(b.) After they were married they had wor·shipped 

each other down on earth. 

(Maupassant a 1980 : 281-2.) 
·, ·.· 

. These two ar.e. the open.in,g ?Oct. the c;tosing ~enten,qes z:es• 

pectively of· EJ. page ;t:rom Mcaupassant. While. the. openin,g ~ei:J.tE?n,ce 

conforms to-the orthodox_ past e;rfective + .be!ore + s.1Jnple pas~ 

structure ·:<although. hyperbatonically),. t~e closing one has. the 

structure of: p_aradoxical past ,perfc;ctive •. Although Quir~ et_ al 
• . I . 

(1995.; 1020) :discuss the_parado~ical_past perfective oQlY in 

respect of, before-clauses,. ~here. is :po re~son why the same c.i30not 

be recognised in after-clauses. However, to return to our two 

sentences from Maupassant, it is not ·easy to explain the use of 
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the paat perfective 0 had worshipped'.) in the latter when con

trasted with that in the former. It is so because it is impossible 

to smell non-factuality of any kind in the latter. 

Davia Young• s explanation (see A,ppendix XIII) that .. Presumably 

all of these events are viewed retrospectively from some other 

stage of the story11 does not seem to be satisfactory because it 

does not clarify why the retrospection should create the difference 

that we see between (a) and (b). 

(7J 

(a) This article was written before I even heard 
of the appearance of Darkness Visible (1979). 

(Monod : 1985 a 145) 

(b) Arnold's important poetry was written before . 
he was forty-five years old. 

(Hornstein : J. 956 : 33) 

(c) After this was written, and while the book 

was still in the type-script stage, appeared 

Dr. Hubert Jagger's En9lish in the Future •••• 

(wood a 1958 : 283 fn) 

(d) I decided to try and write a popular book 

about space and time after X gave the Loeb 
lectures at Harvard in 1982. 

(Hawking ; 1988 : vi) 

What this set of examples points to is that the !!,m;ele lfSSt + 

before I aft~r + SiiDBle ea~~ structure may be used instead of 
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tlfe ort,hoQ.OX past ;per£ectiV!9 + before + simle past or· simPler 

. ;east + .after.+ past ;perfective structure.· It may also be deduced 

that framers of these sentences have not recognised, the importance 

of the past perfective ('had') in positing past within past wit~ 

the help of a before I after-clause 1 for them, \"'e may say, 

• before' or 1 after• is enough. These examples, especially (a)., 

may well raise the question why Jespersen (1945 : 56 fn) should 

write : n'l'his was written before Schllcking 

question •• •• •• (underlining mine). 

(iv) 

••• had called in 

'!'his sec~ion discusses the use of the past perfective in 

extracts, reports and articles published in the Indian and the 

British newsp·apers• '!'he bulk of the material used in this section 

was' sent to David Young of t~he school of English Studies (univer-
. . . 

sity of wales College of Cardiff>. for h.;i.s comments. His views, 

therefore, will be used in our analysis of the sentences chosen. 
\ 

('l'o avoid referential repetition, .it is worth mentioning 

here that only the Late City editions of 'l'he Statesman have been 

used)~ 

· (1) When I first flew to the capital I had been 

astounded when the air-port bus gracelessly 

deposited me at connaught Place. 

(The statesman : 17 Aug. a 1992 ;12•col. 5} 
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The past perfective ('had been astounded') here seems to be 

wholly unwarranted because it is used in respect o~ a situation 

which preceded ne:i;ther the first when-claus(:! activity nor the· 

second. Obviously, a simple past (•was•) would have made the 

sentence almost unquestionable. That the use of the past ~rfe~tive 

here is rather muddling is clear from David Young• s exclamatory 

remark (see Appendix X]Y) : "Ask me another : '' 

(2) Historians had known of the existence of the 

photogr~phic plates now thought to have been 

found in Moscow in 92 boxes ever since one of 

the·}.l;fazi Propaganda Minister's secretaries •••• 
. . . . 

(The 'I' imes, LOndon, quoted in The statesman : 
11 July s 1992 a 5 1 col. 6) 

This is another ex.ample of the queer use ·of the past .perfec

tive, and there is no reason why • had known• ·should not yield 

-.place to '·has- known• .• S.;i.nce the_ present pr;rfect:i,ve ca.~ries with 

it a se~nse: of present .looking back- 4-nto. past, ·'has known' seems 

to -be approli)riate here-. pavid Young, too, i~ of the same opin;Lori ·: 

· 11It is difficult to see any sense in had known~" (see Appendix )C:v.)~.: 

(3) The ·-commandos· entered· the- house at exactly 
6. 3 0 a m -after a ,night long vigil by a 1, 00 0.. 

strong heavily-armed police force that had 
sealed off a one-Kilometre stretcb around·the 

house after it became known that Sivarasan 
and Subha were shel~ered there. 

(The 'I'elegra;eh 1 41 Aug.. ·•1 ~91 :l ;col. 2 ). 
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It ~s not difficult to see the muddling.use of the past 

perfective ·(• had sealed•l in this sentence. A sirrple past ('sealed'} 

would probably have bettered the construction, but we have here 

Pavid Young (see Appendix XVl) to say something else: 

The source of the muddle is the two uses of after 

in the same sentence.· The trouble could be cured 

by ~nding t~e sentence at police force, and then 

starting a new sentence : The ;police had sealed 
.. , 

off •••• The past perfect is o.k. -
What Young seems to. miss here is the re.lation required between 

the past perfective ('had sealed off') and the last after-clause 

('after it became'). EVen .if we accept his recommendation that 

the sentence may be spl~t into two, the past pertective remains 

unexplainable·. For, we would then get· the ,East perfective + after 

+ simple past :structure which no .sr~arian has sl,X>ken of and. which 

seems to set. at naught the ,sequence of the two events : first, 

it became lqlown,· and second, the police sealed off. Besides, 

Young's recommendation does not seem to take into account the 

last simple past (•were sheltered'). 

(4l His teacher; ~rofessor Tarak sen, \had once 

asked,· "What are Y0U doing these daysi" . "+' Ve 

joined the .police", he had replied. 

(~·:statesman : l3 April 1 1992 : 12:ool.3} 

·One way of explaining away the ttvo-fold use of the past 

perfective in this small discourse is to agree with Comrie's 

(1985 1 69) view that it is a case of •overuse• of the past 
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perfective -- a trait he finds in Indian varieties o£ English. 

David Young's co~ent, · ho~ever, · is not· very straightforward a ''I 

see no. r~as~n,· e~6ept that if had ••• 'asked is justifiedl so is 
had reJZlied. Both seem unmotivated" (see Appendix XVII). The first 

,Past perfective may be justif-ied because the event.enc::::oded in it 

comes first; but it is not c+ear why the second past.· per~ectj,ve 
' . ' . 

(which ·encodes the seqond event in order Of OCCurrence) ShO\.lld be 
' 

appo;s;ite OJ) the·· ground that the first one is justified., Besides, 

it is not clear what David Young means by I unmotivated• 0 

(5) By the time the election results had been 

announced in early october l-tt Dos Santos 
. . 

had won 49 per cent of 'the vote • • • • 

(The '1' imes, Londo,n, ~uoted J-,n · The. statesman a 

l Dec. ; 1992 ; 8 ; col• 4) 

While analysi~g the sentence "When the pglice arriveg,, the 
It . .: ~-- -~ . -~ .. - '-. - -. ·. ·,-:·,.,,. . 

thieves had run away Cl,.lJ , ouirk ~:t ~i (19ss : 197~.r'--tenta.£r:V~1y 

observe that "when is likely to be equivalent to By;· the. time that 
' 

~··•'' (ibid,), And if we. apply th.ts .equation to the statesman 

septence under discussion, we would then get a structure which 

is.~aken up by ~espersen (1931 a 83) for his observ~~ion that. 

It .. . ,. the use of the pluper:fect in the when-clauses.. • seems to - . 

have been induced by the. pluperfect in the main sentenc.en (ibiel,-. ) • 

Butf as has been pointed ·out in many a' place in the· present cha:p-

ter, the difficulty in accepting Jespersen's point is that he 

has not cared to explain how the supposed • induction • works out. 
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Gill Francis, Senior Grammarian, Cobuild, expresses her doUbt 

~out Jespersen's contention thus a '"Jespersen may Joe right, that 
. I ~ . 

the past perfect attracts other past perfect uses, tho~gh I cannot 

see why this should be true" (Item 3 of Francis's letter under 

Appendix VI). 

David Young· {see· Appendix XVIII) seems -to recognj,se the 

difficulty in e~plaining the f~rst past perfectiye (tihad been 

announced' J :when he says a· 11 I think this C'the ·use of ~ 

announced insteadJ would be an improvement." 'l'he expression 

. ' improvement •, hot1eye~, indic_ates that the use ~f the past per

fective in que,stion m~y be •workable'. 
~ ·I , · , , · I , 

j,;-6) Even before a bleary-eyed City had fully 
<> awakened to the prospects of yet another 

day on wednesday morning, the phones at 

Calcutt~~s American Centre were ~uzzing. 

(The Statesman, a 5 Nov. al992;9:col.4) 

Cle'ar.J,y, this sentence conforms (hyperbatonically, of course) 

to. the simple past + before + past perfective structure _wnich, 

according to· Quirk et al (1985· : 1020), signals the non-factu~..._ty 

or non-occurrence o~ t~e event in the before-clause• ~ut it is 

impossible to· heiieve that the sentence implies th~t the city did 

not at a~l 'awalren• • As has PE?en shown. in. discussipg (9J of the. 

first secti9n of_t~s Chapter, the specifier or measure word •even• 

(• EVen before•) points_ to the factuality of the event. involved. 
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:Pavid Young (see Appendix XIX), however,. takes the use -of the 

past perfect,ive here as justified on the ground that "It gives .a 

sense of tbe wakening being prior to and part of ·the phone-buzzing 

situation"" It seems that he is speaking about what is cal;J.ed the ... · 

progressive past rather than about the -~ast perfective. For, it is 
. . 

not easy to see how progressiveness ('prior to and part of') can 

be highlighted by means of the past perfective. What is, however, 

more interesting to note in David Young's comment is his rather 

strong assertion that "Before + past perfec.t does not imply non

£ actuality" (ibid.) - a remark that goes against Quirk et al 

(1995 : 1020). 

· · C7> on Noveinloer 27, the Daily Express ·reported that a 

25-year.;.old advertising consultant ~ad been. held 

hostage _in her car ••••. Four days e.arlier the 

paper had told of a 22•year-old office worker 

whose car had stopped in traffic when a 11 knife• 

wielding thug" j,urnped into the back seat • ~-·. 

Less than three months before that, a hotel 

proprietor ••• ran across' six lanes of motorway 

a£ter her car broke dqwn ••• •. 

(The statesman : 16 Jan,. : 1993:5 :col.l) 

- •• •- whose car broke down on the motorway'' and who 
was murdered after she had gone fo~ help. 

(ibid. : col. 2) . 

This is a paJ:t of the report in The Times, I.Qndon, as quoted 

by The statesman (see Appendix XX) •. The random use of the past 
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perfective in the excerpt at least shows once again that the 

Ooveruse' ·of the past perfective can be discerned in native English 

as well as in the Indian varieties of English, although Comrie 

(1995 a 69.) takes it to be solely an Indian trait. 

David Young (see Appendix XX) plainly questions this rather. 

erratic use of the past perfective and the siil'!Ple past a 11 It appears 

to be stylistically inconsistent. I do not see any reason fpr giving 

a different stq.tu:;;~ to .some of the events recounted"• 

(8) Many .of the children had been attending classes 

in flats since·November ··~~Children in·sarajevo 
had not attended school since the siege began 

last spring. 

(The .Statesman : 6 Jan., ; 1993 ;Sacol.S} 

Here is again a b,i t of The T imesl .LOndon, reproduc·ed by The -
st.atesman (see Appendix XXI.). Since the time of orientation is 

present rather than past, the past perfective ('had not.atte~ded') 

should have· yield$d pla<;E3 to the present perfective· (• have not. 

attended•) which acts partly as past and partly as present~ David 

Young (ibid. ) sees an error in the use · : "It looks like an error 

for have"· -· 
('g) • • • .but as far as India is concerned great 

expectations were unreaJ.ised at the end. o£ the · .. 
pool matches at t-rhich stage it had become 
clear that India had once again missed the. bus. 

(The statesman ' a 7 Aug. ;1992 11 acol. 6) 
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This is a part of Sydney Friskin1 s article in ~he Times, 

London, as reproduced by The statesman (see Appendix XXII). Wh~t 

looks rather unusual in the construction is the use of the past 

perfective ('had become ciear•) in respect of an event which 

follows the remote past <'India had once again missed'). Since 

no non-factuality is involved here in the events recounted, one 

has only to have recourse to Jespersen 1 s (1931 a 83) contention 

that sometimes one • had • induces another in a senten.ce. But, as 

we have reiterated, Jespersen has no explanation of how the 

• induction' t-1orks out. 

(l"b~. The Goverriment had claimed that Khmer Rouge 
guerrillas had attacked l?reak Kday. village, 
about 14 miles •••• 

(The Statesman 3 13 Nov. : 1992 : · 4 ·: col. 7 .) 

This excerpt fro~. :r'he Times, l.Dndon, in The Statesman. (see 

Appendix.XXIJ:I.) once.again shows how the past pe,rfective in usage 

sometimes remains unexplainableo It may be either a case of what 

Jespersen (1931 ; 83) calis 'induction' or an instance of •over~ 
' ' 

use• of the past p~rfective (Gomrie : 1985 ; 69). But there may 

also be a third explanation for it here. The whole may be regarded 

as· an indirect narration of something like the followingg 

The. Government had clai~d, "Khmer Rouge guerrillas 

attaclced/have attacked II •••• 



(ll) l had become acquainted with satyajit Ray 
before he had made a name for himself as a 

graphic designer. 

·, 

(The statesman · i sunday .ti~scellany : 3 May 1 

1992 : 4 : col. 2) · 

~his is a clear example of~the Rast Perfective+ before+ 

J?aSt ;perlfective structure - a structure which, according to Quirk 

et al (1985 -~ l020), is probably indicative of the non•factuaJ.ity 

or non-occurrence of the event in the before•clause .. This sentence, 

however, points to the limitations of Quirk et al•s postulate 

because it does not by any means wan.t to suggest that satyajit 

Ray did not. at all make •a name for himself as a graphic designer•~ 

The old question, then1 comes back ; does_ the sentence betray 

what Jespersen (1~31 t, 83) calls an 'induced• past perfective 

or an • overuse. • (Comr .;J..e a 1985 : 69J of • had + past participle/' 

~-1hich, according to Comrie., c:;:haracterizes: Indian English? 

David ~oung has sought to account for the structure in a 

'day which is rather vague. His comment on the second past per:Eec• 

tive in the sentence is ; 

I feel this is a blend of two formsa 

J.; became acquainted before he had made ... • 
I had :become ac.qua.;tntec;l before he made • • • 

But one scarcely notices l 
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While the tone of permission in •aut one scarcely notices• places 

acceptibility over grammaticality of the sentence under discussion, 

±t is not clear what actually Young means by • a blend of tt-10 

forms •.. More import; ant questions would be. ~ wl)y this blend, and 

with what effect? 

(_~)Z) Betselem pointed out. however, that • • .• the Army 

spokesman had ignored the fact that the undercover 

unit's car had deli~erately entered ~·· and that 
the young man had been shot dead ._ • whe·re the 

stones 1-voere thro'tm • • • • It ;eound the 9laim that he 

had been hit in ~~e head because he stumbled 
11 unreasonableu • 

(The statesman a 6 .;rune * 1992 a 1 : col., 6) 

T~s is again an inst~~ce of a rather untidy use of the past 

perfective J.n what is commonly called ?- rep6rt;.ed speech. The 

untidiness. results from· the retention of the. pas·t ~imple form· of 

the two verbs : 'were thrown• an? • stumbled''• Arguably" thase 

two verbs c()uld not be pr~sented in the .. prE;!~ent tense; ,in . the 

direct sp~ech of_ Betselem. They must have taken trl.E! past. simple., 

forms ther¢. AAc:11 in order to abide by the norms.o£ c::hanging tJ:le_ 

tenses in a reported speech, tnese two should have taken the past 

perfect fo.rm in the indireot narration that we. have lh_ the extx:act 

aboveo But it should also be not~d that the whole _passage in that 

case would be teeming w.ith • had• •.. However, David Young• s response 

to the issue is worth quoting: 



The use of past perfect serves to articulate the ~act 
that aetselem was giving ari account of the Ar,my 

spokesman's account of the events~ Its repeated use· 
serv~s to keep this ~act in the reader's mind though 
it is not formally necessary. The extent to which it 
is used is therefore a rhetorical matter not a 
grammatical one. I' do not think it results- in a muddle 

from the reader's point of view. O_ne scarcely notices 
the variability. 

What is important to note here is Young • s contention that 'back

shifting' is rhetorica11y.rather than grammatically or fQrmally 

necessary in constituting a reported speech. Eut this is what 

exactly goes against the norms ·laid down -- or the patterns 

described -- in grammar books up to Quirk et al (1985). The crux 

probably lies in the problem of presenting more than two past 

events by means· of. t"l19 past perfective .. 

( 13) When, in 193 6, he published his General T}?.eory 
of Employment, Interest and Money, a sacred text 

had been created, a panacea for all ills• 

. (The statesman . I 13 JUne : i 992 : 11 : col. 1) 

This is an excerpt from Daniel Jotlnson • s revi~w in The . -· 
~im~, LOndon, quoted in The statesrnm1R· Presumably,. the reviewer 

here want~ tt:;> mean that with the public at.ion of • his General 

Tl'leory ~-."'• a sacred ta~t came into being. At any rate, tl:le 

• publicatiof:l' must be at least contemporaneous. with, if not 

an~erior to, .. the •creation• of the sacred text. Hence. it becomes 
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di;~icult to see the function of the past perfective here~ Fo~ 
' 

it is impossible not only to tal~e the •creation• of the sacrea 

text to be an anterior past event but also to regard the event as 

non-factual by extending Quirk et al's (1965 ' 1020) postulate 

to a when•clause• -
David Young h~ endeavoured to find an explanation 't'IThich ·. 

is not very clea~ 1 

The past perfect is used to p~esent the creation of 
the '·sacred text' as ·a preliminary to a new era. ~he 

simple past would not have this highlighting effect• 
.'I'he e:Efec:t results from the ba:;3ic meaning of the past 
perfect -- a past event is prior to some othe~ event 
in the past. 

(see Appen~ XKVIJ 

It ·transpires from Yo~g' s comments that he is. stepping 

out of theimmediate context, bringing in the presuppos.:i.tion of 

a third ev·ent- namely, the •creation• of a new era, ·According 

to him, the •creatio~ of the sacred text• is anterior to the 

•creation of a new era•. With this presuppositio.t;l, he .;Ls t'rying 

to yoke the :past pe1:fective more ·to the presupposed third event 

than ·to ttie· event in the when•c !a use. -

·: ... 

(.14) Appointed head of this • •,. .Division, Hoover 
at once began his notorious filingsystem. Within 
three -months he ·had· am as sed 1 so, 0 oo names ,of · 
radicals a,nd. agitators; by 1921 ·the nUII)ber had 

tripled~ 

(The 'I' imes, LOndon quoted in 'l'he Statesman:· 
Miscellany : 3 Jan. a 1993 : 3 • col. 5) 
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One plain question that can be raised about the use o:i; the 

past perfective in this extract is why there should be a backw~ 

shifting of tense while there is a forward movement in the $equence 

of event~ recounted. (Apparen~ly, there would be no harm usi~g 

the ·past simple throughout). In reply to this question Dav~d ¥oung 

(see Appendix JQWII) has the following argument a "The retrospec .. 

tive force of the perfect feature Csic,:,J highlights the idea 

of a stage having been reached in the sequence of eventso The 

simple past would not have this effect•" 

Since there are the spec~fiers or measure words ·•within 

(three months)' and •by (1921)' to register the idea of what is 

called •a stage•, it is difficult to see why the past perfective 

('had amassed') is necessary to highlight the idea. More impor

tantly, David ~oung's interpretation of the past perfective here 

does not match with what he says about the repeated use of 'had' 

in (2) under the third section of this Chapter. One might ask 

why what he says here should not hold good in the case of (2) 

under the third sect~on. This disparity in his views on the role 

of the past perfective in similar constructions, however, points 

to many other potentialities of the past perfective than are 

recognised in grammar.., 

(a) Exactly 23 hours after Graham Taylor announced 
the England team to play san Marino-,· Bertie 
Vogt;s, the Geman coach, announced his team 
to play Brazil. 

('l'he sundal( T.i.rnes: 14 Nov~ : 1993 : 2. 6 a col.· l J 
(see Appendix XXVIII) 



(b) four centuries after he was beheaded. for 
treason, Thomas Howard, the fourth Duke of 
Norfolk, was released from his ghostly 

wanderings around a London bank • ••. 

('l'he 'l'imes : 16 Nov. : 1993 1 7 : col. 6) 

(see Appendix XIX) 

(c;:J Even after he rr:Oved back to scotland honours 
continued to fall upon him. 

('l'he x imes : 16 Nov. ~ 1993 • 21 a col. 7) 
(see Appendix· ~) 

The.se three· examples. as well as the ones discussed under 

(7) in section('ffi)oi this Chapter strongly proclaim tha-t the 
·, .! 

simple past + before I after + sfmele past structur~ can be as 
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usable as the ~ast ~fective + before + simple past and the 

simple 12ast + after + past perfective structures. In eac;:h of the 
' . 

sentences q'uoted.Sbovethe absence of 'the past perfective is 
' i .. . . . : ·. ,, ... ·• ' ' ' . , 

not at all conspicuous because of the presence of a specifier or 

measure phrafie ( 1Exactly• ~ 'Four centuries t, and 'Even'). These 

exarnplee make it clear that at least. in the sentences with. after

a lause the 'use' of the past perfective t;rould seem superfluous in 

the matter o£ positing past within past. 'l'o say that it would 

·not ·seem so is· to invite the· uneasy questi~n : what is the diff• 

erence between' 11The patient had· died 'before the' do9tor Qame1• and 

' 1The patient died b$£ore . the · doctor came", and also J:>et~een "'rhe 
' ' ' 

.·patient died after the doctor had Come" and "The patient died 

after the doctor came•' ? 
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(a) Even before I had published my first book, 

the new liberating politics of a Trinidad 
. ' . ' . 
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soon to be indep;ndent had come •• • ·· and Blair 
han been swept up to the heights • ,.·~ · 

.(Extract. from V,.$.Naipaul 1 s A Way· in the 

world, in The sundaY statesman a Miscellanz• 
8 Jan. 1 1995 : 5 : col~ S) 

(b.) After he had talked of -t;;he excesses of the 

president 1 s rule • • • the lawyer 111ent ·back 

to ••"'• 
(ibid• : .col. 1) 

While in ·(b.} Na.i.paul (see' APPendix xxx:iJ adheres to the 

.. orthOcOX s'.imple' 'JZaSt '+ after, .f. past e:rfectj:ve: structure, be·• in. 

(a): strangely deploys the past :Perf'ective + ~!'ore +past pel:'fec

~ structure in the matter of simp;Ly po·sit.:fng .. past:. within past. 

The stJ:uctur$ in (a).,· accor~ng to ·Quirk et ai · (1995 z 1020), 
' . . . 

implies.the non·f~ctuality or the.non"'"occ;ur~ence of the ~vent in 

the l:>f3fore.;.clause. That is· to say, (a) implies· that Na4,paul did 

not at all. publish' his ~fir.st book'~' The measure word '·even' not 

only points ·to the factuality of the event· in the before-clause 

but also insinuates .that Naipaul's sole ·intention here is to 

highlight th~ SUCCE;\ss.:i.on of two events in the-paste One WOnc;lers 
' ' 

why Naipaul has not used the simp.ie past instead of thEiil past 
.. ' . ' 

perfective in the before• cluase, when he cannot bjf any means 

imPll' that his :first book was not published at al~• · 

:).·· 

... -


